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The Book of Serenity, Case 96:  
Jiufeng does not acknowledge  
 
 
BY ROSS BOLLETER ROSHI 
A teisho given at Spring Sesshin, Balingup, September 2018. 
 
 

THE CASE: 
 

Jiufeng lived at Shishuang’s monastery as his attendant. 
After Shishuang’s demise, the assembly wanted to make 
the head monk of the zendo abbot of the monastery.  
Jiufeng could not acknowledge him. 

He said, “Wait - let me examine him.  If he can 
accept what our late master meant, then I will attend on 
him as I did our late master.” 

So he asked the Head Monk, “Our late teacher 
said, ‘You should extinguish all delusive thoughts.  You 
should let consciousness expire.  You should let one 
awareness continue 10,000 years.  You should let your 
awareness become like winter ashes and a withered tree.  
You should let your consciousness become like one strip of 
white silk.’  Tell me, what sort of matter did he intend to 
clarify with this?” 

The Head Monk said, “He intended to clarify the 
matter of absolute emptiness.” 

Jiufeng said, “If so, then you do not yet realise our 
late master’s meaning.” 

The Head Monk said, “Don’t you acknowledge 
me?  Pass me incense.”  He lit the incense, and said, “If 
I do not realize our late master’s meaning, I would not be 
able to pass away while the smoke of the incense rises.”  
No sooner had he said this, than he expired while sitting 
at zazen. 

Jiufeng at once caressed his shoulder, and said, 
“Though you can die sitting or standing, you do not yet 
dream of our late master’s meaning.” 

 
 
 

HONGZHI’S VERSE: 
 

The school of Shishuang 
was personally transmitted to Jiufeng. 
Passing away in the incense smoke,  
the true bloodline cannot go through. 

The crane resting on the moon has a thousand year 
dream;  

The man in the snowy room is deluded by the 
achievement of uniformity.  

Cutting off the ten directions still gets a failing mark:  
Quietly move a step and behold a flying dragon.  

 
 
 
 

ongzhi Zhengjue (“Tiantong”) lived from 
1091-1157. He was a towering figure in 

the Caodong School which is the Chinese 
forerunner to the Japanese Sōtō School. 
Hongzhi emerged as great teacher in the wake of 
a period of crisis for the Caodong school. The 
Caodong master, Dayang Jingxuan (943-1027), 
at the age of eighty despaired that the Caodong 
line had no worthy heirs, so he took the highly 
unusual step of entrusting the Dharma 
transmission of the Caodong school to the Linji 
master, Fushan Fayuan (991-1067). After many 
years, Fushan encountered Touzi Yiqing (1032-
1083), an exceptional young monk, and 
transmitted to him the Caodong heritage that he 
had previously inherited from Dayang. Thus, 
thanks to it being incubated for a time in the gut 
of a rival school, the Caodong line was restored, 
and a couple of generations later Hongzhi 
emerged as the crowning master of that 
restoration.  

Hongzhi established the practice of Silent 
Illumination and wrote poems to convey his 
profound experiences inspired by that practice, 
one of which – Poem of Silent Illumination – we 
chant in our zendo, as well as at Sesshin. 
Hongzhi left a rich teaching legacy, which 
included a set of one hundred poems on 
selected Chan stories. These were taken up by a 

H 
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later Caodong master Wansong Xingxiu (1166 –
1246) who added commentaries to the stories 
and verses,  thereby helping to create what 
became The Book of Serenity, from which tonight’s 
case is taken. The Book of Serenity was published 
in 1224.      

The provenance of The Book of Serenity is 
interesting. The first draft of the book was lost 
due to disturbed conditions in the north of 
China, brought about by the Mongol invasion. 
The diplomat Yelu Chucai, who during his 
extended stay at Genghis Khan’s headquarters in 
Mongolia helped to mitigate the harshness of 
Mongol rule in northern China, was a student of 
the Caodong master, Wansong Xingxiu. The 
diplomat studied the drafts of The Book of Serenity 
that Wansong sent him, and urged his teacher to 
complete the book. It is said that various drafts 
of The Book of Serenity were read round campfires 
at night by the Mongol soldiers.  

I imagine Yelu sending letters to his teacher 
urging him to get on with the task of writing the 

commentaries to the koans that Hongzhi had 
collected, and the poems that he had written in 
response to them. The letters and responses 
would likely have been delivered on horseback. 
Somehow, like the pony express, the Dharma 
always gets through.  

Let’s get to know the protagonists in 
tonight’s case: Jiufeng Daxian (d. 923), is the 
attendant. Attendants know their masters; they 
know the inside story. They’ve got the lowdown 
on things. Jiufeng had attended on Shishuang 
Qingzhu (807-88), one of the great teachers of 
his time. It is said that Shishuang drove his 
students hard, and that sitting deeply and 
devotedly day and night they looked like tree 
stumps in the gloom – so much so that they 
became known as The Dead Tree Congregation.  

The story goes that after Shishuang died, the 
congregation wanted to make the head monk 
the abbot of the monastery. Moreover, 
Shishuang had approved the head monk. 
Whatever the politics, the head monk was 

Spring Sesshin, 2018. Photograph: Paul Wilson 
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heavily invested in succeeding his old teacher, 
and becoming abbot of the monastery.  

Jiufeng, the attendant, for his part, was full 
of doubt about the succession. He would likely 
have had daily contact with the head monk over 
years, with many opportunities to have seen him 
in action and to have witnessed the best and 
worst of him. So, rather than going along with 
the general will, Jiufeng dug his heels in, saying: 
“Hold on, let me test him. If he can respond 
appropriately I will serve him as I did our late 
master.” He plays fair. He doesn’t say, “If he 
gets to teach here, I won’t be on board to 
support him.”  

There is a lot at stake in succession, and 
Jiufeng shows his integrity –the integrity of the 
Way, really – by taking responsibility for 
checking the would-be-successor. He asks him:   

 
“Our late teacher said: ‘You should extinguish 
all delusive thoughts.  You should let 
consciousness expire.  You should let one 
awareness continue 10,000 years.  You should 
let your awareness become like winter ashes 
and a withered tree.  You should let your 
consciousness become like one strip of white 
silk.’  Tell me, what sort of matter did he 
intend to clarify with this teaching?” 

The Head Monk said, “He intended to 
clarify the matter of absolute emptiness.”  

Jiufeng said, “If so, then you do not yet 
realise our late master’s meaning.” 
 

All this business about extinguishing 
delusive thoughts and the ensuing images is an 
evocation of the pure and clear, timeless 
Dharmakaya. However, this description has 
nothing to do with the late master’s meaning, 
and nor does the head monk’s “He intended to 
clarify the matter of absolute emptiness,” which 
is catechistic, explanatory, and so far short of 
what is needed for the occasion.  

So how would you convey the late teacher’s 
meaning? Can you give hands and feet to it? Can 
you convey the winter of emptiness with the 
voice of spring?  

On this theme, a monk asked a similar 
question to the one that Jiufeng asked the head 

monk. The dialogue, which is case 82 of The Blue 
Cliff Record, goes as follows:  

 
A monk asked the old master Dalong 
Zhihong: “The physical body rots away. What 
is the hard and fast body of reality?” Dalong 
replied, “The mountain flowers bloom like 
brocade. The river between the hills is blue as 
indigo.”  
 

“The hard and fast body of reality,” refers to 
the Dharmakaya, the pure clear, timelessly 
empty body of the Buddha. Dalong’s response: 
“The mountain flowers bloom like brocade. The 
river between the hills is blue as indigo” could 
not be further from the head monk’s “He 
intended to clarify the matter of absolute 
emptiness.” Dalong’s words are the very 
embodiment of spring: words that manifest the 
empty world without remainder.  

Wansong, in his commentary gives us this 
wonderful image of the head monk: (he) was 
carrying a board – he saw only one side. Which is to 
say that he’s blind-sighted, and blindsided – in 
short, stuck in emptiness. But facing the 
challenge of Jiufeng’s question, he must 
manifest the vastness and come forth with 
appropriate action. What is boundless and pure, 
dimensionless and timeless, manifests – can only 
manifest – as our activity, our ordinary 
humanity: stroking the cat, saying goodnight, 
helping an old person over the road, speaking 
our truth – each and all of these – else – as John 
Donne expressed it – a great prince in prison lies. 

 
The Head Monk said, “Don’t you 
acknowledge me?  Pass me incense.”  He lit the 
incense, and said, “If I do not realize our late 
master’s meaning, I would not be able to pass 
away while the smoke of the incense rises.”  No 
sooner had he said this, than he expired while 
sitting at zazen. 

 
To be clear, he’s saying: “I understand my 

late master’s meaning and to prove it, I will be 
able to die before that stick of incense has 
burned away.” This power to die at will has 
everything to do with pride – “only a great Zen 
master could do this” – and nothing to do with 
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Shishuang’s teaching, which is really about 
undergoing the great death of realization, not 
about literally dying (although plenty died sitting 
or standing in his congregation.) In the same 
breath, dying at will has everything to do with 
shame. Pride and shame are deeply linked: the 
greater the hubris, the greater the comedown.  
With Jiufeng’s rejection of his response we can 
imagine that the head monk felt unbearable 
shame. We all know how shame feels when we 
fail on an important occasion and are 
humiliated. It can be devastating. The 
expression, “I could have died,” comes to mind. 
The head monk had a lot to defend: pride in 
being given succession by his old teacher, pride 
in the fact that the Sangha wanted him to teach. 
He surely carried the burden of their 
expectations as well as the pride that he felt in 
being singled out, in being chosen. Much better 
to have nothing to defend. Then we can 
respond from a less restricted place. When we 
have a lot to defend, as the head monk did, we 
are very vulnerable. 

The head monk is like the little girl who, 
after a fight with her parents, packs her suitcase 
and heads for the top of a nearby hill to occupy 

the moral high ground. Except that for the head 
monk, there’s no shamefaced coming down to 
join the family for supper.  

Jiaofan wrote some lines on this theme: 
 
At the time of death, when you should be 

finished, then just end. 
Dying sitting, passing away standing – 

boastful little kids! 
Butter comes from milk – there is no separate 

reality; 
Why bother to want to know the time of death 

beforehand?  
 
Butter comes naturally from milk; death 

comes naturally from life, and is inseparable 
from it – why interfere? I love the irreverent 
description of the old masters making a teaching 
out of their death - presumably bathed, 
barbered, and in full lotus - as “boastful little 
kids.” 

The Zen path doesn’t end on the top of a 
mountain with a transcendent experience of our 
original face. It requires that we embody that 
experience, learn to express it even as it can’t be 

Spring Sesshin, 2018. Photograph: Paul Wilson 
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expressed, and forget it in the act of living it so 
completely that it lives us.  

All this said, it is vitally important that you 
realize emptiness. It’s not good enough to say – 
well, I’ll skip the emptiness bit, and head for 
spring. That’s not how it works. When you truly 
awaken, your suffering is carried differently, if 
we can regard it as being carried at all. Our 
tiredness is the intimate expression of the 
vastness, and our least stray thought is its vivid 
manifestation. Stay with your koan withal. Don’t 
think of it as nothingness; don’t think of it as 
somethingness. The stars are out, a breeze 
roams the darkened scrub, this water tastes 
delicious.  

Meanwhile, back at the monastery, we 
witness the head monk toppling over dead – still 
in full lotus, the last of the incense smoke rising.  

 
 Jiufeng at once caressed his shoulder, and said, 
“Though you can die sitting or standing, you do 
not yet dream of our late master’s meaning.” 
 

Jiufeng is so tender, so honest. Surely the 
late master’s meaning is not far to find.  
 

 
HONGZHI’S VERSE: 

 
The school of Shishuang 
was personally transmitted to Jiufeng. 
Passing away in the incense smoke,  
the true bloodline cannot go through. 
The crane resting on the moon has a thousand 

year dream;  
The man in the snowy room is deluded by the 

achievement of uniformity.  
Cutting off the ten directions still gets a failing 

mark:  
Quietly move a step and behold a flying dragon.  
 

“Personal transmission” means that Jiufeng 
protected the integrity of succession by asking 
an appropriate question. With the head monk’s 
hopeless response and his ensuing death the 
teaching passed naturally to Jiufeng. The true 
bloodline cannot get through and rightly so.  

“The crane resting on the moon has a thousand year 
dream.” This is an evocation of the empty realm: 

timeless, mysterious. However, clinging to 
emptiness and its poetic evocations – here 
conveyed also by images such as “the snowy 
room, “the achievement of uniformity” and 
“cutting off the ten directions” – doesn’t cut it.  

“Quietly move a step and behold a flying dragon.” 
“Quietly move a step” pays tribute to Jiufeng 
who had the gumption to question the head 
monk’s appointment. For the head monk 
“Quietly move a step” might have meant saying 
in response to Jiufeng’s question about their late 
master’s meaning: “I’m sure that you could 
teach better than me.” This would have left 
Jiufeng with no room to move, and – to put it in 
Hongzhi’s words – the true bloodline would 
have gone through.  

The startling image of the flying dragon 
honours Jiufeng’s acuity, as well as his abrupt 
change of status: from attendant to abbot of the 
monastery in an instant. But “flying dragon” is 
anyone of us, kneeling to tie a child’s shoelace, 
and asking her how her dolls – “her family” – 
are faring. Then the whole universe acts as you, 
speaks as you – you flying dragon. 
 
 
Copyright Ross Bolleter, October 19, 2018 
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Knowing Our Place 
 
 
BY MARI RHYDWEN ROSHI 
A talk given as part of the Zen Intensive, April 2018. 
 
 
 
 

ho are you?  Are you bounded by your 
skin or are you something much bigger? 

Or smaller? Or not even there at all? 
Dogen wrote a poem called ‘My Self-

Portrait’. 
 
Cold lake for thousands of yards soaks up the 

sky colour. 
Evening quiet, a fish of brocade scales reaches 

the bottom 
Goes first this way, 
Then that way. 
The arrow notch splits, 
Endless water, surface, water, moonlight, 

brilliant. 
 

To someone unfamiliar with Zen this poem 
must be quite baffling. (People familiar with Zen 
even…) There is no mention of me, my body, 
my thoughts, my hair colour, my opinions, my 
preferences, my realization, but, as Dogen says 
elsewhere, he realised his mind is “nothing other 
than mountains and rivers and the great wide earth, the 
sun and the moon and the stars.” 

Do we? Have we truly realised this for 
ourselves? Or do we still think we are separate? 

Of course, we all know in theory that we are 
interconnected. We know about form and 
emptiness; we know about the net of Indra - 
how we are all jewels in the net and that each 
jewel is reflecting every other jewel; and we may 
have heard the analogy of the ocean, how we are 
all like waves that have no existence except as a 
momentary event on one great ocean. We may 
understand all this intellectually, even feel we 
have realised it for ourselves, and yet, somehow 
in our everyday lives it is so easy to find 
ourselves focussed again on our separateness: 

me, you, that wall, those sounds, and especially 
our separateness from that person whose 
opinion I completely disagree with or whose 
behaviour I so thoroughly disapprove of!  

And it is this sense of separateness, this 
overwhelmingly real-seeming sense of an ego-
self, a sense of me, that causes us humans so 
much strife! 

This recognition of our interconnectedness 
with all beings is a fundamental aspect of 
Buddhism and Taoism. In Zen, these two come 
together, for Taoism was well-known in China 
long before Bodhidharma made his journey 
there. Interestingly, another group of people 
(other than Buddhists and Taoists) who are 
acutely aware of our interconnectedness are 
deep ecologists, who value all in the land-
community - other species with which we have 
co-evolved - and do not simply value other 
species of animate or inanimate things, such as 
rocks, or whatever, only when they have 
obvious value for humans to exploit. (Though 
even shallow ecologists are aware of our 
interconnectedness in the sense of knowing that 
our actions affect our ecology.) 

And, when we look (if we dare) at the 
overwhelming political processes at work at this 
time, the power of large corporations in 
particular, and political organizations, we can see 
how doggedly they cling to an ego-driven sense 
of reality. Our whole economic system depends 
upon ever-growing exploitation of the earth’s 
resources, of consuming more and more and on 
us wanting more and more.  

And even when we don’t like our economic 
or political system, we feel enmeshed in our 
whole cultural system which is based upon 
delusion, a dualistic consciousness where there is 

W 
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us vs. them, good vs. bad, human vs. nature. 
Indeed, it is an aspect of the human condition, 
this tendency as a result of our ability to 
conceptualise, to suffer from this sense of 
separation which we have created. 

Our practice is to realise for ourselves that 
we are not separate and to be released from this 
delusion of our separate, ego-identity. 
Fundamental to all strands of Buddhism are the 
three marks of existence: impermanence (anicca), 
suffering (dukkha) and no self (anatta). We get 
impermanence (only have to look in the mirror) 
and suffering we all know about, but no-self… 
how can this be?  It is the last of these, no-self, 
that Buddhism shares with Taoism. It is the 
most problematic and least emphasised by some 
forms of Buddhism, but it is central to 
Mahayana Buddhism, and is more clearly  
apparent in Zen, perhaps because of the Taoist 
reinforcement. Be clear that this does not mean 
we aren’t here, sitting in this room together, but 
that what we experience as an ongoing, separate 
‘me’ who is experiencing this is a delusion.    

A good time to explore this is when our 
certainties are most challenged: which brings me 
to some ideas that were rolling around for me 
when I was planning for the Zen Intensive over 
the past weeks. I was influenced by the growing 
realization that I really took for granted many 
things that some of the people I worked with 
clearly didn’t. For example, that, if you say you 
are going to be somewhere, you are there, and at 
the agreed time, because this is how things get 
done efficiently. You know, all the taken-for-
granted stuff about punctuality and reliability 
that is expected in the office workplace. Another 
area of miscommunication was around planning 
and goals: short term, like who would be in 
tomorrow morning’s meeting, or longer-term 
goals, especially strategic planning: what we 
want the organization to be doing in 5 years’ 
time.   

Basically, I wanted to be organised, have 
things under control and have clear direction 
from the community (which is a cooperative) 
about what their goals were. It was clear that the 
community members I worked with, despite 
their strong sense of community and love for 
their culture and language, just didn’t seem to 

care much about, or at least didn’t seem to want 
to engage with, this kind of planning. The only 
person who was really stressing about it all was 
me.  I should point out that this is because I 
work in an area that is chronically underfunded 
and my concerns were about ensuring the long-
term viability of the organization so its work 
supporting language revival can continue. 

Yet, at the same time I was vaguely aware 
that this was not because of slackness so much 
as a different relationship to things, to reality, a 
kind of acceptance not very different to the 
Insyaallah (God-willing) view of things I had 
encountered during my time working in 
Indonesia. There, meeting notices and agendas 
literally announced, ‘The meeting will be held at 
10.00am on Tuesday, God-willing.’ In other 
words, there was a less firm belief in the power 
of human agents to make things happen when, 
where and how we want them to, and a 
recognition that the random workings of the 
universe, or God’s will, or the Tao, also affects 
the unfolding of events. 

 If people at work did not turn up for a 
meeting it was because something else more 
important or unavoidable had happened (very 
often to do with family matters) and it was 
always assumed that things would work out 
somehow, and actually, they did. The only 
person who was really suffering from the 
apparent chaos was me. I was so aware of this at 
a meeting where I felt like a grumpy 
schoolmarm. I actually confessed to them at the 
time that it was how I felt. They laughed and 
assured me it was fine and they understood I 
was trying to help. Suddenly, not long after that, 
I saw it all differently: I wanted to fix everything, 
whereas they tend to assume that the world is 
not fixable, only navigable. 

This brings me to my recent re-reading of 
Ursula Le Guin, the writer, mainly of science 
fiction, who died recently. I discovered that she 
had been a lifelong Taoist and had done her 
own translation of The Tao Te Ching. After 
discovering about her Taoism, I wanted to re-
read her in light of this knowledge. The Earthsea 
books had enchanted me before I took up Zen 
and I must confess I was enchanted again, and 
was astonished by how much I felt reading them 
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had influenced me. Here is an extract from 
where Arren, a prince who is on a quest to save 
his kingdom, has just had his life saved by 
Sparrowhawk, the Arch mage. Arren asks 
Sparrowhawk why, when he had freed them and 
others with them who had been enslaved, he did 
not then bind up the slaveholders and make 
them into slaves, knowing them to be evil: 

 
‘But you knew them to be evil men--’ 

‘Was I to join them therefore? To let their 
acts rule my own? I will not make their choices 
for them, nor will I let them make mine for 
me!’ 

Arren was silent, pondering this. Presently 
the mage said, speaking softly, ‘Do you see 
Arren, how an act is not, as young men think, 
like a rock that one picks up and throws, and 
it hits or misses, and that’s the end of it.  
When that rock is lifted the earth is lighter, the 
hand that bears it heavier. When it is thrown 
the circuits of the stars respond, and where it 

strikes or falls the universe is changed. On 
every act the balance of the whole depends. The 
wind and seas, the power of water and earth 
and light, all that these do, and all that beasts 
and green things do, is well done and rightly 
done. All these act within the Equilibrium. 
From the hurricane and the great whale’s 
sounding to the fall of a dry leaf and the gnat’s 
flight, all they do is done within the power of 
the whole. But we, in so far as we have power 
over the world and power over one another, we 
must learn to do what the leaf and the wind 
and the whale do of their own nature. We must 
learn to keep the balance. Having intelligence, 
we must not act in ignorance. Having choice, 
we must not act without responsibility. Who 
am I—though I have the power to do it—to 
punish and reward, playing with men’s 
destinies?’ 

‘But then,’ the boy said, frowning at the 
stars, ‘is the balance to be kept by doing 
nothing? Surely a man must act, even not 

Zen Intensive, 2018. Photograph: Paul Wilson 
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knowing all the consequences of his act, if 
anything is to be done at all?’ 

‘Never fear. It is much easier for men to act 
than to refrain from acting. We will continue to 
do good, and to do evil…But if there were a 
king over us all again, and he sought counsel of 
a mage, as in the days of old, and I were that 
mage, I would say to him: My lord, do nothing 
because it is righteous, or praiseworthy or noble, 
to do so; do nothing because it seems good to do 
so; do only that which you must do,  and which 
you cannot do in any other way.’  

 
(from The Farthest Shore)  

 
Taoism, as David Loy argues, is, like 

Buddhism, not so much a substance-based ontology 
(view of reality or being) as an event-based process 
one. We cannot grasp it, this dynamic source, the 
Tao, emptiness, sunyata, whatever you call it, 
from which everything arises. 
 

A monk asked Yunmen ‘What was the 
Buddhas’s teaching throughout his lifetime?’ 

Yunmen answered, ‘An appropriate 
response.’  

 
(Blue Cliff Record, Case 14) 

 
Do you hear the echoes here of ‘that which 

you must do and cannot do in any other way?’ 
I remember when I first heard this koan 

being quite alarmed. I remember thinking, ‘Does 
that mean everything is a kind of koan?!”  

And yes, yes it does! 
But really what this is about is responding in 

a way that is not relentlessly driven by the needs 
of the ego, that is not simply an automatic 
response to protect the sense of self - and this 
includes doing things with good intentions 
(trying to fix things) as well as things that are 
more obviously selfish.  

I’d like to paraphrase some ideas from 
David Loy’s article ‘Loving the World as our 
Own Body’ regarding Buddhism and Taoism.  

He says we need to understand the problem 
with intentions, the regress of “a life that relates 
to everything as a means to something else.” He 
describes kindergarten children in Japan (where 

he lived for years) going there so they can go to 
the right primary school, to get into the right 
high school and so on. He goes on to say that in 
our rationalised, organised world, less and less is 
done for its own sake. 

(I wrote in the margin of that article, ‘JUST 
SITTING.’) 

He then goes on to say that the Taoist 
alternative to this ‘intention-ridden regress’ is 
spontaneity or self-creativity:  

 
This helps us to understand the Taoist 
alternative to such an intention-ridden infinite 
regress: spontaneity (tzu-jan) or "self-
creativity", based on the realization that all 
things, including us, flourish by themselves. 
Today we have difficulty appreciating this 
because we lack the crucial insight that 
spontaneity is not opposed to order but is an 
expression of it, since it arises from the unforced 
unfolding of that natural order. For us, 
spontaneity is by definition a lack of order 
because our order is a function of reason: that 
is, something to be logically understood and 
imposed on things. Instead of attempting to 
control (ourselves, other people, the world), 
Taoism emphasizes letting-go. We learn by 
accumulating knowledge, but we lose our self- 
consciousness and realize the Tao by 
"reducing" ourselves again and again, until we 
reach wei-wu-wei, the "action of non-action": 
then, although one does nothing, nothing is left 
undone. 

...  
Wei-wu-wei is the central paradox of 

Taoism and notoriously difficult to understand 
-- until we realize that what is being 
recommended is not literally doing-nothing but 
nondual action: that is, action without the sense 
of an agent-self who is apart from the action 
and who experiences herself as the one doing it.  
 

This is very much what Dogen is referring 
to when he said “To study the self is to forget 
the self. To forget the self is to be actualised by 
myriad things.” 

I’m sorry if I seem to be going a very 
complex route here, but I am fascinated by the 
way that Taoism and Buddhism merge in Zen. 
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There is something marvellous about finding 
that what can seem like some sort of 
psychological trick, letting go of self-referencing 
thoughts, is actually a practice that has been 
known for millennia and grew from a 
serendipitous affinity between early Taoism and 
Mahayana Buddhism as it spread gradually into 
China. Moreover, the more I learn about other 
people and other cultures, the more it seems to 
me that non-Western cultures often seem to 
have a different relationship with spontaneity, 
with doing things without a planned goal (for 
‘me’) in mind. Giving an appropriate response. 
Early Taoism and Zen share the notion of 
spontaneous appropriate action that arises from 
actually knowing that that we are not separate. 
The sense of self we have, and that seems so 
utterly convincing, is a mirage. We are so much 
more than that: a manifestation of the nature of 
the entire universe, realising itself, right here, 
right now, as it must. 

Another absolutely fundamental implication 
of this shared awareness of the lack of a separate 
self, of our interbeing, the term coined by Thich 
Nhat Hanh who said, “We are here to awaken 
from the illusion of our separateness,” is that, 
when we do awaken, we must realise the whole 
world as our self. This is why nature, that aspect 
of the world against which so many people pit 
themselves, is us. We are not here to enjoy 
nature or to exploit nature or to guard nature or 
to do anything to nature. We are nature. And be 
clear, we are the stars and the moon, the Milky 
Way. We are the clouds and the mountains, the 
great oceans and the tiny streams, the forests 
and grasslands, the rabbits and the foxes and the 
quokkas. We are the funnel-web spiders and the 
viruses and the huts and caves and shelters, and 
the high-rise office blocks and the huge mines 
and the fridges and cars and planes and 
electricity poles and wires. Do not think you can 
name anything or anyone that is excluded.  

Nonetheless, in our tradition’s stories, 
referring to this interconnection with nature is 
often more apparent through references to what 
we typically think of as nature, because for 
almost all of our human existence, that was what 
was most predominantly around, and which has 
evolved without (much) interference from us. 

But we are facing new kinds of environments 
now, not just because so many of us live in cities 
where children may grow up never seeing the 
stars or a cow, but also digital environments.  
We need to be aware of the extent to which our 
attention is hijacked by devices that are designed 
to manipulate our responses, algorithms to 
seduce us into desire and aversion (dukkha) so 
that we will buy the cure to our suffering, again 
and again and again!  

We need to choose what we pay attention 
to, and always pay attention to what is right 
here, right now in the physical world we see, 
touch, hear, smell. This place. This is who we 
are. 
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Moments – April 2018
 
a cold wind 
coming through the window 
one cold yellow lime 
plump on the  
drooping branch 
red kalanchoe 
fast and hot 
the unnoticed rose 
already wilting 
robust leaves thinning 
dying 
fallen 
telling 
 
a fresh-laid egg 
in my hand 
almost pale 
new leaf 
on the green grass 
a bee moves  
slowly on the ground 
ants en mass scurry 
 
muffled alarm 
where is it 
strange new sound 
scattered leaves scuttle 
through the clouds 
shining lake 
fish float 
satisfied 
no wind  
lifts the waves 
white froth  
evaporates 
 
two green trees 
dancing  
two types of purple  
flowers bleached  
hanging  
over the fence 
about to fall 
rich compost full 
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of roaming  
now  
matted roots 
 
three birds white  
cockatoos swooping 
lorikeets 
flying rainbows 
loud crows squawk in the shady fig 
by the road 
plane thunders 
truck roars 
car moans 
rest...  
bird sings: 
cloudy cold  
grey-blue sky 
dim breezeless light  
 
driving home  
first foggy windscreen 
frosted crimson tail lights  
merging against charcoal sky 
the haziest of moons 
sudden through the clouds 
mysterious 
waiting 
no cloud 
 
corkscrew-trunk  
pachyderm-bark 
nature sculptures 
ancient connections 
 
old wood disturbed 
from burnt tree hollow  
springs new life 
laying a path smooth and flat 
wandering dog  
leaves his paw prints behind 
 
 

 
A poem by Sangha, made up of moments noticed during the 2018 Zen Intensive. 

Assembled and edited by Koral Ward.
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May Sangha Relations Become Complete 
 
 
BY NICK ARNOLD 
A talk given at St Paul’s on the 5th of April, 2018 
 
 

All founding teachers, past, present, future, 
Dai Osho: 

let true Dharma continue, Sangha relations 
become complete. 

 
hose words end our first sutra dedication, 
translated into English from the Japanese 

by Robert Aitkin Roshi. “Sangha relations 
become complete.” What is that about? 

A literal translation of “Sangha” is “crowd, 
host,” and we also know it to mean “the 
Buddhist community” (The Shambahla Dictionary 
of Buddhism and Zen). We know it too as one of 
the three treasures: the Buddha, the Dharma, the 
Sangha. 

As I understand it, its first meaning in 
Buddhism was the group of practitioners who 
followed the Buddha. The priesthood. They 
took up vows, left their homes, and followed 
their teacher on the path. They ate the same 
food and wore the same discarded rags of 
clothing, so were easily recognisable as a group, 
a community. There was, I imagine, a great deal 
of joy and fun, and also resentments and 
competitiveness, and cliques, and jealousies. 

But that was a long time ago, in a different 
place, a different time. How does that relate to 
us? This sangha here, of the Zen Group of WA, 
made of women and men, has been around 
since 1983. Some people here have known each 
other for twenty years or more. This group of 
people, who come together at various times, on 
Thursday nights, on Saturday Zazenkais, at Zen 
Intensives, at Sesshins. We come together, we 
wear black, we do lots of sitting, we go to 
dokusan and see the teacher. We chant and eat 
and rest together, while we're together, and then 
afterwards we go back home.  

I think our sangha today and the way we 
practice is like what Stephen Batchelor calls the 
“secular sangha” in his book After Buddhism: 

 
A secular sangha is a community of like-
minded, self-reliant individuals, united by 
friendship, who work to mutually support each 
other in their own flourishing. Such a 
community is an ongoing practice; it requires 
commitment and action. As a living 
community, where all members regard 
themselves as works in progress, it is an 
unfinished project. Martin Buber makes a 
useful distinction here between a community 
and a collective. Whereas members of a 
collective surrender their autonomy to achieve a 
common goal, the members of a community 
create a network of friendships that support 
and celebrate the individuation of each member 
within the context of a shared set of values. 

 
And I wonder how big is the sangha? What 

are its limits? Who does it include? What does it 
not include? 

On Monday afternoon after work I sat 
down in the platform at Fremantle train station, 
with my eyes closed for a minute, letting the 
work thoughts of the day gradually recede, 
gradually turning my thoughts back to “Sangha 
relations become complete” again so I could 
work on this talk a little more on the train 
journey home. A man sat down on the bench 
beside me, and as he sat he said aloud (but I 
think to himself), “Well, it’s okay, you can bend 
the rules a little bit.” I looked at him and just 
nodded. To be honest I felt a little on edge: he 
was dressed fairly roughly (even for my 
standards!): his hair wild, his eyes a little wild 
too. He smiled and offered a cigarette, “you 

T 
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smoke mate?” “No thanks, cheers,” I said. 
“Cheers big ears!” he said to me, laughing, as he 
lit up his own cigarette, and I laughed and 
nodded, watching him take a draw on the 
cigarette. Very quickly, a Transperth Officer 
appeared beside him to remind him that there's 
no smoking allowed in the station. He 
immediately stood up and shuffled off outside 
to finish his smoke. 

So is he part of my sangha, the sangha? 
What about the Officer enforcing the rules, 
moving him on? Is it my sangha at all? What 
does it mean to be part of the sangha?  

And then, what about “relations” in “sangha 
relations”? Interaction, relationship, friendship, 
communication, sharing, honesty, trust. In 
relation with, to relate, to interact. I think we 
relate whether or not we know it, consciously or 
not.  

I take the train to and from work whenever 
I can, so I can avoid driving the car in peak 
hour, and accidentally I've discovered that the 
train is a fascinating, rich place to experience 
relating. Forced into relating, forced into 
acknowledging people, whether we want it or 
not. Actually, people try very hard not to see 
each other it seems to me, face down looking at 
their phone, not looking up, not looking around. 
When I'm tired I sit and close my eyes to rest 
and to doze and to listen, and sometimes I'm 
head down in phone too. But sometimes the 
train fills up and there are no seats, and people 
are pushed against each other. And then it’s hard 
to deny the people that are all around you. Hard 
to deny the bag pressing into your back, or the 
heat from bodies packed in tightly, the hands 
from all angles clinging to the pole for support.  

One morning I sat next to a woman who 
was very preoccupied with her phone and 
seemed quite anxious or upset. Every time she 
checked her phone she let out a great sigh. 
“Something must be up,” I thought, “but it’s not 
my business.” After a while the sighing just kept 
on, and I thought it was getting worse, and I 
began to worry she was starting to 
hyperventilate! I thought someone had to do 
something. Those sighs were loud enough for 
everyone to hear, surely someone would at least 
ask, but no one else seemed ready to, so I turned 

to her and asked, “Are you alright?” “Oh, yes,” 
she said. Looking somewhat surprised, and not 
saying anything more, she turned away. I don't 
know if she thought I was rude, or intruding, or 
if she was just surprised and unaware she had 
been sighing out loud. And I don't know if I 
actually helped or not. But the sighing stopped. 

We can relate knowingly, in face to face 
communication, consciously focusing on that 
one person, letting other thoughts drop, putting 
aside for a moment that task we have to do, 
knowing there is time to delay for a few 
moments just to talk, just to listen. You say, 
“How are you?” and I answer as best I can, 
which might not be too well sometimes! Or I 
ask, “How are you?” and do my best to actually 
really listen as you respond. 

We relate in speech, or relate to each other 
in silence. When we sit together in a group, 
facing the wall, not even seeing each other 
directly, we relate in ways invisible and perhaps 
unknowable. But sitting with others is different 
to sitting by ourselves. And then we stand up, 
we walk together: there is the person in front of 
you, and the person in front of them. Or 
returning from the toilet, or from dokusan, there 
they all are, there we all are, sitting in our places, 
holding to their place, letting go in our places. 

Following the metaphor of travelling the 
path together, and hopefully not taking it too 
far, I'd like to imagine we take different 
positions at different times. Sometimes we can 
help someone who's hurt or tired; sometimes 
we're the one who is hurt and needs the help. 
Sometimes we can be in the middle of the pack 
where its noisiest and everyone is joking loudly 
and laughing. Sometimes we fall back to where 
its quiet, or where we can keep an eye on 
everyone else. Sometimes perhaps we're full of 
enthusiasm and energy and run out front to 
peek at what's coming over that next rise! 

I think we're all human, so it’s safe to say: 
we get grumpy, we get tired, we get scared, we 
get proud. Sometimes we have to forgive others, 
sometimes we ask for forgiveness. We rub each 
other up the wrong way, we get jealous or 
envious, we compare ourselves to others and 
like what we see, or we compare ourselves to 
others and don't like what we see. Sometimes 
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we're in pain. Sometimes we're in joy. We're 
human, we're people, we do our best. We make 
plenty of mistakes. Just like the Tanto says in the 
Sesshin Cautions: “Do your best and feel free to 
make mistakes. No one is judging you.” 

Those are some of my most favourite words 
from the cautions. Perhaps because I was a good 
Catholic boy – or a bad one – I really learnt how 
to be ashamed. I could do shame like the best of 
them! Well, maybe not that well. And really, I 
did feel like I was being judged. “No one is 
judging you.” Can that really be true? And yet, 
even with “no one is judging you,” we make 
mistakes and do harm, or feel harm done to us, 
and we still need a place and a way to confess, to 
repent, to reconcile:  

 
All the evil karma, ever created by me since of 
old, on account of my beginningless greed, 
hatred, and ignorance, born of my conduct, 
speech, and thought, I now confess openly and 
fully. 

 
It’s not always easy to come and sit. For 

many reasons it’s not always easy, but familiar 
faces can make it easier. We come again at least 
in part because of those familiar faces. The 
familiar faces. I've heard the term “virtuous 
companions on the way” to describe it, or 
“dharma sister, dharma brother.” Which is what 
we can be for each other. “United by 
friendship.”  

 
Once Chuang-tzu dreamt he was a butterfly 
flitting and fluttering around, happy with 
himself and doing as he pleased. He didn't 
know he was Chuang-tzu. Suddenly he woke 
up and there he was, solid and unmistakably 
Chuang-tzu. But he didn't know if he was 
Chuang-tzu who had dreamt he was a butterfly 
or a butterfly dreaming he was Chuang-tzu. 
Between Chuang-tzu and a butterfly there must 
be some distinction! This is called the 
Transformation of Things. 
 

(Translation by Burton Watson) 
 

This is Chung-tzu's old story. Robert Aitkin 
Roshi, in A Zen Wave, in the chapter ‘Dreams’, 

retells that story and tells us that centuries after 
Chung-tzu had that dream Basho took the story 
and turned it into a gift for his friend, a haiku: 

 
You are the butterfly 
and I the dreaming heart  
of  Chung-tzu 

 
Robert Aitkin then tells his own story about 

friendship and his teacher Soen Nakagawa 
Roshi: 

 
Many years ago at Koko An, Soen Roshi 
asked me: “What do you think is most 
important in the whole world?” As usual I 
could not answer, and he said: “I suppose 
friends are most important in the whole world.” 
We were old friends, and I was deeply moved. 
It is in friendship that the universe reflects 
itself. 
 

That brings us completely to “complete.” 
Sangha relations become complete. How can 
relations become complete? 

Does that mean that relations with each 
other are ‘perfect’? that we all here as people 
come to know and trust and respect each other 
equally, and perfectly? Perfect cordiality, perfect 
manners, perfect friendliness? I don't think it 
means that. I don't think that’s even possible! 
We as individuals keep changing, and the faces 
themselves change, people come and go, life 
keeps moving. It’s like the Talking Heads lyric, 
“Heaven is a place where nothing ever 
happens.” But meanwhile, here where we are, 
things keep happening, greed hatred and 
ignorance keep arising. I'm going to have to 
keep on apologising when I make a mess of 
things. 

 
Far away in the heavenly abode of the great god 
Indra, there is a wonderful net which has been 
hung by some cunning artificer in such a 
manner that it stretches out infinitely in all 
directions. In accordance with the extravagant 
tastes of deities, the artificer has hung a single 
glittering jewel in each "eye" of the net, and 
since the net itself is infinite in dimension, the 
jewels are infinite in number. There hang the 
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jewels, glittering "like" stars in the first 
magnitude, a wonderful sight to behold. If we 
now arbitrarily select one of these jewels for 
inspection and look closely at it, we will 
discover that in its polished surface there are 
reflected all the other jewels in the net, infinite 
in number. Not only that, but each of the 
jewels reflected in this one jewel is also reflecting 
all the other jewels, so that there is an infinite 
reflecting process occurring.  

 
(Francis H Cook, Hua-Yen Buddhism: The 

Jewel Net of Indra) 
 
That is Francis H Cook's image of the Net 

of Indra, an illustration of “interdependent 
origination” or “Pratitya-samutpada”, which The 
Shambhala Dictionary of Buddhism and Zen defines 
as the doctrine that “all psychological and 
physical phenomena constituting individual 
existence are interdependent and mutually 
condition each other.” Each jewel reflects each 
other jewel. Each individual jewel has its own 
colour, its own cut, its own shape, yet each 
reflects all the others. There is no jewel for 
which this is not true. It is such a beautiful 
image. Can it really be true? Am I a jewel that 
reflects all the others? Am I a jewel like that?  

Returning again to Robert Aitken in that 
same chapter ‘Dreams’ in A Zen Wave: he tells a 
story of having ceremonial tea together with 
Soen Nakagawa Roshi and G. Ray Jordan:  

 
Tea ceremony is a solemn affair. No one 
speaks while the powdered tea is dipped out of 
the container, placed in the bowl, and mixed 
with the hot water. But it is play, nonetheless. 
All our sangha work is serious investment in 
the Dharma, but it is play. Bowing to the 
Buddha, I throw everything away. Offering 
incense and flowers, I take great care. Sitting 
on my cushions, I discipline myself just to sit, 
or to count my breaths, or to take up Mu. 

It is important that we take our practice 
and our sangha relations in this dynamic spirit. 
When things become grim in a discussion of 
Zendo business, then it is time to go into 
meeting, as the Quakers say. They do this by 
sitting silently together in a spirit of devotion. 

Sometimes they hold hands. Thus the universe 
becomes transparent and all points reflect all 
other points. In that dream, sangha relations 
become complete.  

 
At Zazenkais and Sesshin we eat our meals 

together. The cooks have made the food, they've 
called the servers, clap clap clap. If our bellies 
haven't started growling before then, they start 
now. The servers have put everything out, made 
everything ready, prepared the bowls and the 
spoons, then they call the Jiki to come, bang 
bang bang bang bang ... ting! Here we come. We 
stand around in a circle and take each other’s 
hands: “We venerate the three treasurers and are 
thankful for this food, the work of many hands, 
and the sharing of other forms of life.” In that 
moment too, sangha relations become complete. 

Jewels reflecting each other. Standing 
together in the meal queue, taking our bowls and 
spoons, serving food, carefully, deliberately, and 
there I stood, not looking forward to eating, not 
even enjoying the smells, but rigid with anxiety: 
What if I spill the soup and make a mess? What 
if I take too much? What if I don't take enough? 
Everyone is so quiet and full of care, and quick, 
what if I'm clumsy, what if I’m slow and hold 
others up? And then, splat! Bang! of course, I 
made a clang, I dropped soup on the table cloth. 
And what happened? The people in the line kept 
moving, the person next to me kept spooning 
out soup, the person in front kept buttering 
their bread. The little mistake was eaten up, 
swallowed up, absorbed, by those people next to 
me. And experiencing that helped me out. When 
the soup bowl slipped out of my hands when I 
was drying it off, Brigid laid a sympathetic hand 
on my shoulder and gave a nod that said without 
words, “Don't worry, just clean it up.” Then one 
day I found myself standing next to someone in 
the line more nervous than me. I could feel their 
anxiety in their posture, in their movements, and 
when they made a little clatter of spoons, and 
jerked a little in chagrin, I saw how that moment 
too was immediately absorbed up, eaten up. I 
saw what that fear looked like from the other 
side, and felt the other side of that exchange. 
And seeing that helped me out too. 
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In my little cat-sangha at home, our five cats 
live together and practice being cats together. 
They practice being cats with humans together. 
The newest to join the cat-people-sangha 
community is Scobbie, previously known as 
Robin. When he first came to us he had been 
living rough for an uncertain time: his fur was in 
poor shape, he was in some pain from several 
injuries that had needed attention, and his 
anxiety levels were high from living a furtive life 
on the streets. All this combined to mean he was 
very tense, actually rigid through his body, and 
this showed in the way he sat and slept, and in 
the way he couldn't bend himself in two like 
most cats can.  

The vet fixed up his injuries, and his anxiety 
has slowly lessened living in a safe place indoors, 
and staying with us where we do our best for 
him. Our other cats at first were deeply 
suspicious, and also resentful of this addition to 
the household. Suddenly we were lavishing our 
attention on him rather than them. He also 
smelt quite pungently when he first arrived. 
Having not yet been de-sexed, his hormones 
were rife and he wasn't washing very well. They 
had to learn to accept and to trust him, and he 
them. I think he was fascinated and attracted to 
them right from the start. It was part of why he 
came to our house. By demonstration, they have 
taught him how to keep his fur very soft and 
clean, and how to wash properly all over, so that 
now he can be seen on couch or bed bent over 
in half, licking his belly in a way he simply 
couldn’t before. He's been seen sleeping on the 
bed with our other cats Bugsie, and Mimsy. We 
can pick him up now for a little while without 
him assuming it’s some sort of attack. 

At mealtimes he sometimes becomes 
exuberant to the point of excess, and likes to 
bodily bump up against Bugsie, our other boy 
cat. Bugsie puts up with this mostly, and lowers 
his head to let Scobbie lick him on the forehead. 
Bugsie and his brother Floydy used to do this 
ritual too: Bugsie lowering his head, and Floydy 
licking him on the forehead, though Bugsie 
never licked back. So too Scobbie licks, but is 
not licked back. At least, not that we've seen yet. 
Bugsie is willing to receive the adoration, but 
that is as far as the deal goes.  

But for all the times of harmony, Scobbie 
still has trouble when other cats get our 
attention: his jealousy runs strong! If Bugsie or 
Porridge are getting a cuddle on the couch or on 
the bed, and especially if we're talking to them, 
or it’s an especially good cuddle, he cannot 
restrain himself and edges closer and closer, eyes 
dark, glaring silently. If we don't quickly 
intervene with an arm or leg, he edges into paw-
reach and baps them on the head to drive them 
away. We're all a work in progress. 

Jack Kornfield, in A Path With Heart, in the 
chapter ‘Spiritual Maturity’ describes “a sense of 
the sacred that is “integrated and personal”: 

 
In the Amazon jungle there are nine hundred 
different species of wasps, each of which 
pollinates a different shape and species of fig 
tree. These fig trees are the main source of 
nutrition for all the smaller mammals of the 
rain forest, and these smaller mammals in turn 
provide the basis of life for jaguars, monkeys, 
peccaries, and others. Each species of wasp 
keeps a chain of other animals alive. In the 
same way, every individual in the world has a 
unique contribution. Fulfilling spiritual life can 
never come through imitation, it must shine 
through our particular gifts and capacities as a 
man or woman on this earth. This is the pearl 
of great price. In honouring our own unique 
destiny, we allow our most personal life to 
become an expression of the Buddha in a new 
form. 

 
At the Sits on Country in King's Park, 

Michael Wright has spoken about “reciprocity”. 
The way I understand him is: it goes both ways. 
Perhaps that is what is meant by complete: to 
see the reciprocity, that we are not just giving, or 
just receiving, that the relations go in both 
directions, go both ways; that we are both a 
jewel reflecting all others, as well as a jewel to be 
reflected. That the jewels we reflect reflect even 
without us seeing or knowing about it, without 
our conscious awareness. The bees, the ants, the 
motorcycles, the screeching black cockatoos in 
the trees, the humming fridge, the bouganvillia 
through the window moving in the breeze. 
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Sitting on Country at Matagarup as part of the Zen Intensive, 2018. Photograph: Paul Wilson 
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Unlearning 
 
 
BY BRITTA BIEDERMANN 
A talk given at St Paul’s on the 2nd of August, 2018 
 
 

ast year in spring, I waited for a train at 
Sydney’s Town Hall Station. 

On the platform I was facing four big 
advertisements for a local university. 
I read: Unlearn Truth, Unlearn Love, Unlearn 
Criminal.  

“Clever,” I thought. Not being the only one 
whose attention was drawn to these ads, I 
observed a traveller next to me get his iPhone 
out, ready to film his commentary. 

“Unlearning truth!” I heard him mumble. “I 
thought you go to University to learn truth!  

“Unlearn love,” he said, critically staring at the 
photo of two white men kissing. “That’s the 
only time a white fellow gets good press these 
days!  

“And what do we have here? Unlearn 
criminal. Ah yeah, I guess this should mean you 
are not really a criminal, but it’s all about 
inequality and what not. That’s post-modernism 
for you. What is this? A University or a Marxist 
recruitment centre?” 

Slightly amused, but also annoyed, I turned 
my head and got on the train that by now had 
arrived on the platform. The rest of the train 
ride, the concept of Unlearning travelled with me. 
Learning to unlearn can pretty much be applied 
to any area of our lives, questioning beliefs and 
habits. I Googled the ad and found that students 
at the university, who came up with this clever 
ad, put a long list of Unlearnings together:  

Unlearning success, unlearning gender, 
unlearning sexuality, unlearning hurt, unlearning 
race, unlearning culture, unlearning social status, 
unlearning white privilege, unlearning 
heterosexual entitlement, unlearning boundaries, 
unlearning borders, unlearning beauty, 
unlearning taboos, unlearning medicine, 
unlearning the accepted. This list could be 
endlessly continued… 

Unlearning does not mean forgetting. Its 
meaning can be translated into uncovering our 
blind spots, our biases, and our filters that we 
have accumulated over years, throughout our 
lives, influenced by the language(s) and 
culture(s) we were exposed to. For example, 
when we are infants, we have not yet habituated 
to one language. In fact, we are open to 
whatever environment is presented to us; 
equipped in this very early stage of our life to 
form all sounds that exists across the world1: 
from African clicks to German- Bavarian ‘r’s!  
We only lose these eclectic sound repertoires 
once our language environment feeds back to 
us: ‘Nope, those sounds are not needed, you can 
forget about them now.’ It takes effort and 
discipline to master a new language later in life, 
often marked with an imprint of our first 
language experience, an accent. Experiences we 
make, skills we get trained or train ourselves in, 
interests we develop, books we read, 
environments we are exposed to, traumas we 
live through, our survival mechanisms we have 
established from childhood onwards, are all 
contributing to our neural pathways, that are set 
up early and grow thicker and thicker while we 
repeat our habits, viewpoints, and cultural 
perspectives, and accumulate more and more life 
experience. This does not mean that we cannot 
change our neural pathways, but it does get 
harder the older we get. Our minds and bodies 
get shaped and programmed to think, gesture 
and move in a certain way, and once 
programmed we can get easily triggered by 
familiar old stuff, even if we are adults. We are 
drawn to what is familiar, whether it is good or 
bad for us. That also means that our filters do 
not necessarily allow us to see what is front of 
us. How do I know that your green is my green? 
We cannot assume that we see the world with 

L 
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the same eyes, but still in procedures like witness 
reports our legal system works under the 
assumption that we are objective perceivers. So 
much research has shown that witness reports 
are often quite diverse between witnesses2. This 
is quite scary. So how can we unlearn? It seems 
such an important skill to free ourselves from 
our filters, especially thinking about a context as 
presented above. 

It takes effort to question and to recalibrate; 
it takes effort to unlearn. So a concept that could 
also be interpreted as letting go, or relaxing might 
in fact spark much resistance. A simple example: 
swimming! I was a self-taught swimmer up until 
I was 28; my free style technique involved only 
breathing to one side after two strokes – then I 
took stroke correction classes. My body rebelled 
against this initially new set of movements when 
the swimming teacher tried to bring me to 
breathe to both sides, while doing three strokes 
at a time. During the first week of swimming 
practice, my movements felt completely wrong; 
during the second week, there was less 
resistance in my body to the new breathing 
rhythm, and during the third week, I got the 
hang of it. Today, I can’t even imagine how I 
could only breathe to one side … 

So, how can we unlearn? Having a teacher 
helps. Going to dokusan helps. Sitting on our 
cushion helps. 

I would like to present five angles that I 
chose for this topic of Unlearning, all of them 
sprinkled with insights from my Zen practice. In 
fact, angles four and five are Zen perspectives 
themselves. I am a Zen lay person. This talk 
allows me to think aloud, so thank you for 
reading! I am looking forward to your feedback. 
The main message of this talk: practicing Zen 
offers endless opportunities for Unlearning, and 
for recognising our blind spots.  

 
The first angle I’d like to explore around 
Unlearning is learning a new language. 
Learning a new language is like shining different 
spotlights onto universal concepts with a 
different focus. Note the interesting 
conundrum: it takes learning something new to 
unlearn. ‘Language’ includes perspectives of 
ethnicity, gender, religion, social attitudes, etc. 

Every language shines a slightly different 
spotlight onto concepts and areas of our lives 
that are important for a particular culture. This 
also means that some concepts are less 
highlighted in one language compared to 
another.3 Putting all languages of the world 
together can perhaps help us to understand 
better how we humans think, perceive and what 
is universal across cultures. We can learn about 
different perspectives (‘you’ and ‘I’ are just one 
perspective, as we know from Zen. I entertained 
for a moment writing the whole talk without 
using the pronouns ‘you’ and ‘I’ – but it was too 
hard!)  

Recently, I took up learning Nyoongar down 
at the ‘Meeting Place’ in South Fremantle.4 
Learning about the names of all the birds of the 
area made me realise that most bird names are 
almost all onomatopoeia5 – the words sound a 
little like the bird calls themselves – and I could 
only realise this by learning local words. In turn, 
this local language facilitates connecting me to 
my immediate environment, the place I live in. 
Nyoongar language gives great attentiveness to 
sounds. I have worked as a psycho- and neuro-
linguist, tackling language for over a decade. I 
had the privilege to work for over ten years with 
people from all over the world –in teams with a 
high language diversity. To achieve the goal to 
figure out how language works (and can break 
down) in different contexts, a multilingual team 
was inevitable. I remember the aliveness and the 
interconnectedness I oftentimes felt in those 
meetings, grappling over a very specific research 
question, bringing all our different language 
perspectives to the table to figure out how 
language is organised. The process itself, 
focussing on one goal to answer the question 
‘how is language organised?’, let our cultural and 
language differences drop away.  Everyone’s 
perspective mapped into one big canvas of 
perspectives. I can still recall the resonance, 
aliveness and joy that I felt being involved in 
this process. This interconnectedness through 
working towards one goal, despite - or shall I say 
because? - of all our differences can also be 
observed in this room. When we go around this 
room, who sits on these cushions? We come 
from near and far away places, we learn from 
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each other, but first and foremost, we are trying 
to learn something together: how to be present, 
and give our full attention to this moment. 
Language drops, culture drops. No separation. 

 
The second angle I’d like to explore around 
Unlearning is learning about different 
cultures. This is very related to the first angle, 
but brings out further aspects. For example, 
sometimes cultural habits couldn’t be more 
opposite. Take for example the timing of eye 
contact during a conversation. In Japanese 
culture, it is perceived as quite intrusive to hold 
eye contact for too long, whereas in German 
culture, long eye contact is perceived as polite 
when having a conversation. So imagine a 
German and a Japanese trying to adapt to each 
other’s conversation styles. It would intuitively 
feel awkward for both sides, as by trying to 
adapt to each other’s cultural habits, they will 
feel initially impolite. It feels emotionally 
impolite since you are not behaving in a way that 
is familiar, but intellectually it is polite since you 
are aware that the other culture needs a different 
behaviour. However, we don’t need to 
overcomplicate. Simply bringing an awareness of 
the ‘other’ culture will create a space for 
unlearning and will move us beyond cultural 
habit. Just the attempt of a simple gesture 
adapting to the ‘other’ custom will move us out 
of our own comfort zone, and we are trying 
something new. We are bringing curiosity and 
willingness to overcome cultural blindness. This in 
itself, no matter how clumsy, creates respect and 
connection, and ‘the other’ becomes not so 
‘other’ anymore.  

One individual who is a master of 
uncovering blind spots is Shaun Tan, an 
Australian graphic novelist, influenced by his 
father, a Malaysian6 immigrant to Australia and 
an architect by trade. While I knew of Shaun 
Tan’s work before I moved to Fremantle two 
years ago, only while preparing for this talk did I 
learn that he was actually born here in 
Fremantle. I still cannot hide my excitement 
about this fact. Shaun Tan’s books are all about 
deconstructing perspectives. His stories have 
one major goal: to look at the world from a 
fresh angle, giving careful, and loving attention 

to detail and observing the world around us by 
attending to things that are often overlooked. 
His art is driven by an appreciation for the 
beauty of life, a perspective new 
immigrants/migrants, children, and artists 
naturally bring. If we are none of the above, we 
might find it a bit more effortful to perceive a 
new angle to the world around us, however Zen 
practice is one way to help with this endeavour. 
How can we reconnect with our innate curiosity 
to perceive the world around us with new eyes? 
Shaun Tan’s most famous book, The Arrival 7, 
sets out a beautiful example: a wordless story, 
only consisting of illustrations. The story is 
about a man, who leaves his family to find a 
better life for them in a bizarre, far away 
country. The entire story is a metaphor for a 
journey of immigration, but can also easily be 
transferred to a story of any major life event that 
forces you to look at what is in front of you with 
different eyes. In Zen, we would call this 
transformation having beginner’s eyes, taking a fresh 
perspective as if you would see things for the 
first time, and maintaining this fresh perspective 
throughout your practice. The Arrival captures in 
a most intriguing way how an immigrant might 
see a new place without having any local 
language – a bit frightened, very curious, open 
to magical events unfolding.  

One of the less known works by Shaun Tan 
is the story of Eric 8, a stick figure, who comes 
to Australia as an exchange student and 
discovers and tries to make sense of the world 
around him. Suddenly, he leaves his host family 
without saying good-bye – ‘suddenly’, it seems, 
at least for the host family. The family is left 
anxiously thinking, ‘Eric did not like it here,’ and 
the only plausible explanation for this ‘strange’ 
behaviour seems to be that it must be a cultural 
thing. But one day, after Eric’s disappearance, the 
family opens the pantry, and there they find a 
thank-you gift from Eric. And the drawing 
Shaun Tan offers for this gift is so moving, I 
don’t even want to attempt to put it into clumsy 
words. It is beyond words. See for yourself. 
Every time I flick through this book, I feel so 
touched by this subtle, beautiful gift Eric leaves 
for the family. In the end it is not about cultural 
difference but about essential humanity; moving 
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beyond culture and language, moving into a 
universal language of kindness, sensitivity, 
connectedness and the small wondrous things 
which make life so worthwhile.   

 
The third angle I’d like to bring up is 
Unlearning by learning about history in 
order to understand cause and effect (an 
essential feature of Zen) in today’s world. Can I 
understand my own history to understand why I 
am behaving so strangely in certain contexts? 
Can I understand my country’s history – in my 
case German history - in order to understand 
the intergenerational trauma my nation has 
caused? I understand the importance of learning 
about the unspeakable events in greatest detail in 
school to ensure that this chapter will never 
repeat,  in German history or elsewhere. A 
recent report about patriotism9 showed that one 
of the effects of learning about the nation’s dark 
history seems to be that the majority of 
Germans are still feeling uncomfortable when it 
comes to patriotism and national pride, even 
though in Germany, as is the trend currently 
worldwide, the extreme right is on the rise again. 
It is hard to grapple with this fact. I have to 
admit I cannot really relate to the concept of 
national pride. how can I be proud of a 
geographical randomness I have been born into? 
I deviate… 

Max Frisch, a Swiss author (1911-1991) 
wrote a whole novel on the dilemma of one’s 
own story.10 He writes: ‘At some point we need 
to decide what story we call our life.’ We could 
tell our life in so many different ways, making 
space for different events that also happened 
but we didn’t pay much attention to at the time. 
So what do you call your story?  

Acknowledging history with all its darkness 
and its lightness will help us towards an 
understanding of this present moment. It 
becomes impossible to only perceive the ‘surface 
bubble’, judgement drops, cause and effect are 
present right here. In Zen, the precepts guide 
our actions as they determine future events. 
What has this to do with Unlearning you might 
ask?   

Acknowledgment of damage done in the 
past, the preparedness to apologise, the 

humbleness to say sorry is opening a space for 
Unlearning the hurt and the pain, and 
forgiveness can grow. 

I felt ashamed and angry with myself that I 
did not have a good response to the Nyoongar 
young woman at the Nyoongar language course, 
who asked our teacher, “Why isn’t more 
Aboriginal history taught at school?” 

 The teacher responded, “Well, it is a 
difficult topic to teach.” 

Whoosh, anger rushed into my veins. My 
inner monologue kicked in: How can the teacher 
say such a thing. This can’t be the reason? This 
young woman is asking the obvious question. 
Then the realisation: I am part of the ‘effect’ of 
why it is not talked about. How can we unlearn 
the absence of stories about Aboriginal history 
in our everyday lives together here in this space? 

 
The fourth angle I would like to focus on is 
Unlearning in Zen practice. Take my last 
scenario, ‘anger rushing into my veins.’ what 
does Zen practice have to offer when we 
experience anger? Can it help us to ‘undo’ 
anger? From what I have read in Aitken Roshi’s 
writings, he advises to recognise this emotion as 
valuable energy that can flag injustice. My 
teacher, Gillian Coote Roshi, often shares in her 
teishos anecdotes of Robert Aitken Roshi, who 
was a regular protester in Honolulu downtown. 
Throughout his life, he remained a political 
activist, attending rallies and demos holding up 
his sign ‘This system stinks.’ In his book The 
Mind of Clover 11 Aitken Roshi summarises the 
precept ‘I take up the Way of not indulging in 
anger’ as follows:  
 

‘This precept is not a mere moral injunction. 
Anger and love are names for certain tendencies 
of energies. If you cannot feel anger at all, then 
you are blocking you own creativity.’ (p. 95.)  

 
It is the indulgence part we are cautioned 

against Don’t lose yourself in this emotion; sit 
with it, observe it, and let it drop away. Mind 
you, this can be so very hard. How can you 
unlearn anger when you are in it? 

For my Jukai ceremony at Kodoji with 
Gillian Coote Roshi last year in September 2017, 
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I responded to ‘I take up the Way of not 
indulging in anger’ in the following way: 

 
Recognising my state, I pause, feeling the heat 
rushing through this body. This body signals 
unmet needs. Old and new energy come 
together. One moment here, next moment gone. 
I take up the way to use this energy wisely. 

 
Aitken Roshi cites Thich Nhat Hanh in his 

Mind of Clover book, who says: 
 

Treat your anger with the utmost respect and 
tenderness, for it is no other than yourself. Do 
not suppress it – simply be aware of it. 
Awareness is like the sun. When it shines on 
things they are transformed. If you destroy 
anger, you destroy the Buddha […] Mindfully 
dealing with anger is like taking the hand of a 
little brother. (p.95). 
 

We are not separate from each other. How 
can you harm the other if you are not separate 
from it/him/her? Unlearning is overcoming 
separation. 

Ross Bolleter Roshi teaches us over and 
over again, in many different ways, “you are 
unique, but at the same time you mirror the 
universe.” Having new eyes (beginner’s eyes) is a 
concept I have often grappled with over the 
years as a Zen student. Having beginner’s eyes – 
what is so special about it? I often made the 
experience when moving to a new place that my 
beginner’s eyes were not yet ready for the beauty 
around me. Only with time, connecting to the 
place, sitting patiently in one place, getting to 
know the habits and people and animals in its 
landscape would bring out its beauty. It 
happened to me when I moved to Sydney (I had 
the overall impression of the colour grey) – and 
when I move to Perth (my first impression was 
‘beige’). I could not see what was in front of me, 
since I was still too attached to the place I was 
moving away from, stuck in comparisons. Then, 
slowly, slowly, the places revealed themselves to 
me – hugely helped by sitting at Kodoji in the 
bush listening to whip and bell birds, the 
crickets and the frogs, the sounds of the valley, 
the bat’s high pitched calls at night, the bird’s 

orchestra in the morning and evening, the 
currawong’s afternoon and night call, the black 
cockatoo’s seasonal visits, the community 
garden, where we planted an olive tree for our 
dads, the rock pools that welcomed me without 
judgements. This is how a sense of belonging 
feels. I finally could have genuine beginner’s 
eyes in the Zen sense by Unlearning the 
disconnection to place. 

And now, living in Perth, having overcome 
feelings of disconnection and the initial 
isolation, I can appreciate sitting here with 
sangha on country, walking at the endless 
beaches into the sunset, the turquoise ocean 
water during summer, the open blue skies, the 
wild flower season, and the intricate designs of 
the eucalyptus flowers. Who comes up with all 
these design ideas, the colour combinations, the 
pink with the yellow, the green with the red? I 
fully take in the wildness White Gum Valley has 
to offer, the creativity, the random places: a hole 
in the wall on a dark rainy night, there it is! A 
small Japanese food place – a room full of 
people, talking, the smell of miso, clapping of 
pots and pans, warmth, laughter. So I only 
realised recently that this adjustment to detail 
when taking in a place is having beginner’s eyes. I 
got it wrong all along!  Maintaining this love for 
detail is maintaining beginner’s eyes, maintaining 
appreciation of place is maintaining a 
connection to place. So much to unlearn for my 
European eyes. 

 
As a last and fifth form of Unlearning I 
would like to talk about dying as a form of 
Unlearning, as in letting go of body, of form. 
One of my favourite biographies is about Lou 
Andreas-Salomé12, the first female psychoanalyst 
mentored by Freud, originally from St 
Petersburg, lover of Rilke, adored by Nietzsche, 
who lived during the last part of her life in 
Göttingen, a place close to where I grew up, a 
small university town. She practiced walking 
meditation every morning together with her 
husband – walking barefoot on the grass in the 
forest behind her house. She died in February 
1937 in Göttingen. She died just before the big 
catastrophe in our country, even though she saw 
it coming. In this biography some snippets of 
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letter correspondence between her and Freud 
close to her death are published, in which she 
expresses her fondness and her appreciation for 
ageing, which I read as the ultimate unlearning 
exercise: dying as unlearning. I will end with 
Salomé’s words and hope my German-to-
English translation captures her content 
appropriately. A few further sentences are 
needed though to set the scene: 

 
In a letter to Freud, Lou describes her 
excitement of getting older. She writes to Freud 
that she feared for a while she wouldn’t reach 
her 60th (as she struggled with some terminal 
illness). Perhaps that explains her appreciation 
for life - clearly seeing ageing as a gift. She 
writes: 

‘Luckily, I still got a piece of it (age!), as 
it is something that is so joyous. If I would need 
to choose between both life episodes (early vs. 
late), I truly am unsure which one I would 
choose again. Because one leaves the narrow 
erotic experience - an admittedly beautiful and 
wondrous dead-end road - where only two have 
space for each other, for an un-describable 
vastness, a vastness which also is experienced in 
childhood, but which we have forgotten about 
for a while because of our increasingly sharper 
and more conscious self-differentiation13 from 
everything. This self-differentiation could only 
be interrupted intermittently by fabricated ‘love-
bridges’ that were able to momentarily dissolve 
this [self-differentiation]. But we have lost our 
original identity of so many things, that made 
our childhood so rich and full and somehow 
wise and thought-through in all its naïvety. 
Something of this it seems we can re-live again 
with higher age, because we are satisfied with 
the experiences collected between childhood and 
now, hence, one can re-live it with more 
conscious possession. One can let go in the re-
newed re-living in a way full of freedom, letting 
yourself behind yourself. When you are old, you 
can find nests everywhere. You can put your 
eggs in them (your legacy) until you get lighter 
and lighter and you finally fly away.’  

(Köpcke, p. 397). 
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TODAY THEY CUT THE TREES DOWN 
BY LIZZIE FINN 
 
 
Today they cut the trees down 
…the huge eucalypt soaring into the sky 
the old twisted jarrah tree, home to countless birds 
……friends and sitting companions for so many years 
  
They moved in quickly with bulldozers  ripping out 
age old grass trees without a second thought 
razing the land to the ground in seconds 
making way with vigour for development……human progress 
  
High up, a man moved silently  to saw branches  
....one by one the limbs of the eucalypt dropped to the ground 
now it stands naked and embarrassed  
looking down on a battlefield strewn with dead branches 
waiting for the final guillotine 
  
Those wonderful trees that taught  so much about the seasons… gone 
the eucalypt trunk changing  brown through to silver to glistening lime green in the rain 
this  giant tree roaring  in the wind  
and reaching for the moon in a clear sky, a royal welcome whenever I came home 
  
The garden is silent  now…… 
birds nesting, calling morning and night in the jarrah tree, bringing me home 
have flown  
refugees from care-less human progress 
soon there will be a high density building 
and then I will truly be facing a  grey lifeless wall…………… 
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On Practice 
 
 
BY BRIGID LOWRY 
 
 
 

here is suffering.  The Buddha described 
our predicament like this: 

 
The suffering of birth. 

The suffering of old age. 
The suffering of illness. 
The suffering of death. 
The suffering of encountering what 

is unpleasant. 
The suffering of separation from what 

is pleasant. 
The suffering of not getting what one 

wants. 
 
We do not like this truth. We secretly hope 

that if we eat properly and meditate harder we 
can avoid suffering. We can’t.  People and 
animals we love will die. Even when our own 
life feels smooth, we know at a deep level that 
the world is on fire. There is methamphetamine 
addiction. There are refugees. There is gobal 
warming.   

So, why do we sit?  One Tibetan teacher’s 
answer to this is, “To make a difficult situation 
better.” 

It is not only for ourselves that we sit. We 
take up the path on behalf of all beings. Being a 
Bodhisattva has been described as being 
“someone who sees the nature of reality, 
without mistake. To be burning with love in a 
world we can’t fix.” 

Barry Magid’s teacher said the purpose of 
meditation was to learn to suffer intelligently. 
He writes that our life may include inescapable 
suffering or difficulty, and the byproduct of a 
life of meditation may be to simply allow us to 
experience that and go through it, but not in any 
way that’s going to look happy or calm. We may 
be more willing to live our suffering without 

compounding it through addictive avoidant 
strategies, such as alcohol and drugs, shopping, 
watching too much telly, staying very busy, 
trying to control other people or staying in the 
trance of our own thinking.  

Magid says:  
 

Just sitting means just that. That “just” 
endlessly goes against the grain of our need to 
fix, transform, and improve ourselves. The 
paradox of our practice is that the most effective 
way of transformation is to leave ourselves 
alone. The more we let everything be just what 
it is, the more we relax into an open, attentive 
awareness of one moment after another. Just 
sitting leaves everything just as it is.   
 

This is why meditation, or zazen, is of 
benefit. It brings us into our lives, plain and 
simple. So that we can know things as they truly 
are, taste their actual flavour.  

Gloria Taraniya puts it beautifully: “What if 
there isn’t any right way to be?  What if the way 
that we are is just fine?  What if the only 
problem is that we think there’s a problem?” 

However, if your suffering is overwhelming 
you, it’s important to attend to the needs of the 
psyche. You might need a yoga class, 
medication, a therapist, to leave a dead-end job 
or an empty relationship, to finally start saying 
no to things you can’t manage. Psychology has a 
place, and at some level there has to be a 
reasonably stable self before one can go beyond 
that. 

A sense of perspective is a good idea. As 
Ross reminds us, don’t sweat the small stuff. In 
the long run, most of it is small stuff. No need 
to have an existential crisis about everything. 

Robert Fulghum puts it well: 

T 
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If you break your neck, if you have nothing to 
eat, if your house is on fire, then you've got a 
problem. Everything else is an inconvenience. 
Life is inconvenient. Life is lumpy. A lump in 
the oatmeal, a lump in the throat, and a lump 
in the breast are not the same kind of lump. 
One needs to learn the difference. 

 
Practice is important.  It creates a solid 

foundation for our lives. Let us live this life 

fully, in the most appropriate way, not seeking 
pleasure, not avoiding suffering.  Let us have 
gratitude for this precious, fleeting existence.  
Let us take pleasure in the breath. Rest the mind 
in the breath and feel it fully. Rest the mind in 
the environment, air, sounds, spaciousness. 
Keep your mind and heart open and your 
mouth shut.  Everything else will take care of 
itself.  

 
 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Hungry Redtails rip 
and gnaw gumnuts 

between the downpours. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Haiku and photograph by Kathy Shiels. 
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The ZGWA’s Retreat Dates 
 
 

2019 
 
 
 
• Summer Sesshin, with Ross Bolleter Roshi and Mari Rhydwen 

Roshi: 24 – 28 January. 
 
 
• Zen Intensive, with Mari Rhydwen Roshi: 28 March – 6 April. 

 
 
• Spring Sesshin, with Ross Bolleter Roshi and Mari Rhydwen 

Roshi: 28 September – October 5. 
 

 
 
 

For more information, visit www.zgwa.org.au 
 

Dates for Zazenkais and other events will be available on our website 
soon.


